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Linagliptin decreases growth of immortalized human podocytes through the SDF-1-CXCR4/CXCR7 axis
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**Background and aims** Linagliptin is a potent and selective dipeptidyl peptidase (DPP) IV inhibitor, approved as oral treatment for patients with type-2 diabetes mellitus. In comparison with its effects of glucose homeostasis, those on diabetic nephropathy have been less investigated, although mounting data indicate a therapeutic potential. Stromal-derived factor (SDF)-1 is a DPP IV physiological substrate, which has been postulated to mediate the effects of DPP IV inhibitors. However, due to the complexity of actions, involving two receptors (CXCR4 and CXCR7), its role still remains controversial. Aims of this study were to evaluate whether linagliptin exerts direct effects on human glomerular cells, and the role of SDF-1-CXCR4/CXCR7 axis in mediating these effects.

**Materials and methods** DPP IV, SDF-1α, CXCR4, and CXCR7 expression was evaluated in human immortalized podocytes and mesangial cells at mRNA (RT-PCR analysis) and protein level (western blot and ELISA). In addition, DPP IV activity was assessed in cell extracts by measuring the cleavage of the DPP IV substrate H-Ala-Pro-7-amido-4-trifluoromethylcoumarin. Cell growth was measured by MTT assay. The role of SDF-1-CXCR4/CXCR7 signaling pathways was investigated by analyzing the effects of AMD3100, which is a non-peptidic CXCR4 competitive antagonists and a CXCR7 allosteric modulator.

**Results** Compared with mesangial cells, a significantly ($p<0.001$) higher expression and activity of DPP IV was measured in podocytes. DPP IV activity in podocyte extracts was abolished by linagliptin (0.01-100 nM; pIC$_{50}$ = 8.9). Moreover, podocyte growth was decreased by this drug in a time- and concentration-dependent manner (maximal effect at 5 days = 25.1±1.6%. $p<0.01$ vs cells exposed to vehicle alone, and $p$EC$_{50}$ = 8.8). CXCR4 and CXCR7 were expressed by podocytes, and SDF-1α level increased from 0.82±0.18 ng/ml (day 0) to 7.76±0.17 ng/ml (day 5; $p<0.001$). The effects of linagliptin on podocyte growth were mimicked by AMD3100, and a synergistic interaction was observed when linagliptin and AMD3100 were combined.

**Conclusion** Our *in vitro* data suggest that linagliptin could exert direct effects on human podocytes. In particular, it may promote the maintenance of a more favorable quiescent phenotype of this cell type, which is essential for the preservation of the glomerular filtration barrier integrity. These effects may depend on the inhibition of the DPP IV-mediated SDF-1 processing.